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ABSTRACT

Three alternative selection methods for extending selection limits or breaking response plateaus were compared over ten generations in a replicated model experiment using two unrelated populations of Drosophila melanogaster that no longer responded to purebred selection for high egg number, a heterotic polygenic trait. The three methods were: (1) reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) with selection within each of the plateaued populations based solely on crossbred performance, (2) a modification of reciprocal recurrent selection (MRRS) with selection within each population based on both purebred and crossbred performance, and (3) purebred selection within a new synthetic population formed by crossing the two plateaued populations. Conflicting estimates were obtained for heritability of purebred egg number in each of the plateaued populations. The realized heritability values and estimates from diallel analyses indicated an absence of additive genetic variation for both populations, however, estimates from conventional intraclass correlation methods were positive. The diallel analyses revealed significant amounts of nonadditive gene effects for purebred egg number in each population, while the significant gene effects for crossbred egg numbers were additive. Estimates of the genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred egg number were negative (-0.85 ± 0.68 and -0.32 ± 0.25) for the two base populations. All three alternatives to continued purebred selection gave significant responses, with the average gain per generation from MRRS being significantly superior to the other two methods. Observed purebred and crossbred responses under RRS were in agreement with quantitative genetic theory. Such was not the case for MRRS, which suggested the possibility of major gene segregation. Evidence supporting a negative genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred performance and the possibility of overdominance is presented and discussed.

PLATEAUS, or limits in selection response, are observed frequently in long-term selection studies. The prevailing experimental material for such studies has been Drosophila melanogaster, and the selected traits, bristle number and wing length, are not directly associated with reproductive fitness (Payne 1920; Mather 1941; Robertson and Reeve 1952; Scossiroli 1954; Rasmuson 1955;
In all of these reports, a limit or plateau in selection response was accompanied by reduced fitness.

Components of fitness and their response to selection have not been studied extensively. In three independent model experiments with Drosophila in which artificial selection was practiced for the fitness trait "egg number" (Bell, Moore and Warren 1955; Rasmussen 1956; Kojima and Kelleher 1963), limits in response were observed without a noticeable decline in fitness. The impact of natural selection for fitness in these experimental populations was not delineated. Further studies, both experimental and theoretical, on the interplay between artificial and natural selection is obviously needed (Robertson 1969).

The genetic bases for selection limits will undoubtedly vary, depending on the trait selected and the nature of the genetic variation. To avoid response plateaus or, at the least, to extend the limits of selection, it is important to discriminate among such limiting causes as physiological ceilings, genetic polymorphisms, negative genetic correlations between selected traits or between a selected trait and reproductive fitness, absence of genetic variation due to homozygosity and exhaustion of additive gene effects. The last was found to be the case for a Drosophila population plateaued for egg number, even though significant nonadditive gene effects were present (Brown and Bell 1961).

Selection methods designed specifically to exploit nonadditive genetic variation due to either dominance or epistasis (e.g., reciprocal recurrent selection, as proposed by Comstock, Robinson and Harvey 1949), provide a theoretical alternative to response plateaus. A recent review (Bell and Moore 1972) of the experimental evaluation of such methods suggested the following alternatives to continued purebred selection within plateaued populations: (1) reciprocal recurrent selection between plateaued populations with selection based on crossbred performance, (2) modified reciprocal recurrent selection with selection based on both purebred and crossbred performance, and (3) selection on purebred performance within new heterogeneous populations originated by the crossing of existing plateaued populations. The present study evaluates these three alternatives over ten generations in a replicated experiment with two unrelated populations of Drosophila that had plateaued in response to purebred selection for high egg number.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The basic genetic material for this study was two unrelated plateaued populations (R and T) of Drosophila melanogaster developed in our laboratory by some 40 generations of within-line selection for high individual egg number. Genetic markers, ebony (e) for R and poliert (spapolo) for T, had been incorporated in the base populations to protect the integrity of pedigree in both purebred and crossbred matings. Inbreeding had been minimized to some degree by reproducing each population from ten or more families each generation and by the avoidance of full and half-sib matings. Population R was described in our earlier studies (Bell, Moore and Warren 1955; Brown and Bell 1961). Population T was synthesized from four laboratory stocks unrelated to R and was developed specifically for the present study by individual selection for high egg number. In order to eliminate lethal and sterility genes from each population and to estimate genetic parameters with diallel systems, isogenic lines were extracted by the marked
inversion technique (Brown and Bell 1961). Prior to the selection phase, six random isogenic lines within each set (R or T) were systematically intercrossed to reconstitute the R and T populations.

The measured variable throughout this study was the number of eggs oviposited by a single, mated female in two consecutive 24-hour periods. A half-pint bottle served as the oviposition chamber with the female laying her eggs on a button of medium (water, agar, banana and powdered charcoal) attached to the bottle cap and seeded with yeast. The measurements were taken during the peak of oviposition, beginning on the fifth day and continuing through the seventh day after eclosion. All means and standard deviations are presented on the basis of daily (24-hour) egg number.

The experimental flies were held in a climate-controlled room at 25°C, with 12 hours of white fluorescent light daily and at approximately 70 percent relative humidity.

PARAMETERS OF BASE POPULATIONS

Purebred and crossbred performance

The levels of performance for populations R and T during the 14 generations immediately preceding the present study are shown in Figure 1. During this preliminary period, mass selection was applied to maintain the populations in equilibrium state. Effective selection differentials (S') each generation were as shown graphically. Control populations were not observed during this phase. Overall, R showed a slightly positive but nonsignificant trend (0.58 eggs per generation), while T exhibited a nonsignificant negative response (-0.15). Since R had been plateaued for an earlier period of 30 generations under controlled conditions (Bell, Moore and Warren 1955), the nonsignificant positive trend most likely reflects chance environmental fluctuations. These static responses to long-term selection, even though selection differentials were large, typify plateaus for fitness traits. The mean performances during these preliminary generations were 87.4 and 80.6 eggs for R and T, respectively.

Reciprocal crossbreds of the two populations were on the average 21.0 percent superior to the midparental value. Eight replications of concurrent measurements in purebreds and crossbreds are given in Table 1. This significant heterosis observed for crossbred performance reflects the genetic diversity existing between these populations in terms of nonadditive gene loci influencing egg number.

Heritability of purebred egg number, $h_p^2$

Estimates of $h_p^2$ for R and T were obtained by: (1) a modified diallel analysis using single crosses among the isogenic lines from which each base population was reconstituted, (2) analysis of variance within and among isogenic lines, and (3) conventional intraclass correlations among full- and half-sibs.

Modified diallel analysis: Griffing (1956) presented a generalized treatment for the use of diallel crosses for obtaining unbiased estimates of genotypic variance in a random mating population. In the absence of epistasis effects, the component of variance for general combining ability, $\sigma^2_{g.c.a.}$, is unbiased and equals half of the additive genetic variance, $\sigma_A^2$. Thus,

$$h^2 = \frac{2\sigma^2_{g.c.a.}}{2\sigma^2_{g.c.a.} + \sigma^2_{p.c.a.} + \sigma^2_e} = \frac{\sigma^2_A}{\sigma^2_P}$$

(1)
Figure 1.—Observed responses and selection differentials (S) in populations R and T over the 14 generations preceding this experiment.

where $\sigma^2_{s.e.a.}$ and $\sigma^2_e$ are the components of variance for specific combining ability and individual environmental error effects, respectively, $\sigma^2_T$ is the phenotypic variance.

Following Griffing's model, all possible single crosses including reciprocals were made within each of the R and T sets of isogenic lines. Five daughters from each cross were measured for egg number in each of three replications. One T isogenic line had few or no offspring in several crosses and was excluded from the statistical analysis.

The subsequent analyses of intra-population single-cross means within replications are summarized in Table 2. Additive genetic variance as measured by the GCA mean square was an insignificant source of variation in both R and T, yet significant amounts of nonadditive gene effects (SCA) remained within each. These findings for R were reported in our earlier study (Brown and Bell 1961). In view of these nonsignificant GCA effects, one can conclude that additive genetic variance for purebred performance ($\sigma^2_{Ap}$) had been exhausted in both populations. When appropriate, components of variance from Table 2 analysis, including the “Error” components adjusted to an individual basis, were substi-
**TABLE 1**

*Purebred and crossbred egg numbers for the R and T base populations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Replication</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Mean daily egg number</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Cross</th>
<th>Heterosis*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>104.7</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>103.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>102.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percent increase in the crossbreds above the midparent.
The approximate standard error for each mean is 2.2 eggs.

Saturated into (1), \( h_p^2 \) estimates of \(-0.12 \pm 0.06\) and \(0.14 \pm 0.23\) were obtained for populations \(R\) and \(T\), respectively.

**Analysis of inbred performance:** Under the assumptions of additive gene action and no selection among isogenic lines, Lerner (1958) showed that the variance among isogenic lines estimates twice the additive genetic variance in the random mating population from which the isogenic lines were extracted, and the phenotypic variance within lines estimates the environmental variance. This method gave \( h_p^2 \) estimates of \(0.08 \pm 0.06\) and \(0.10 \pm 0.10\) for \(R\) and \(T\), respectively. Since the previous analysis (Table 2) had revealed significant nonadditive gene effects in both populations, these \( h_p^2 \) estimates from inbred performance would theoretically be biased upward. Consequently, their small values relative to their standard errors tend to support the previous conclusion that additive genetic variance for purebred performance had been exhausted in the base populations.

**Intraclass correlations:** Within each base population, random samples of males and females were mated, each male individually with two virgin females. The

**TABLE 2**

*Diallel analysis of purebred egg number from intra-population single crosses*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Population R</th>
<th>Population T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>Mean square</td>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosses</td>
<td>29 268.9</td>
<td>19 316.0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCA</td>
<td>5 112.1</td>
<td>4 643.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>9 492.9**</td>
<td>5 388.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>15 186.8</td>
<td>10 149.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>60 166.3</td>
<td>40 137.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at the 0.05 level of probability.
** Significant at the 0.01 level of probability.
fecundated females were subsequently placed in individual culture bottles and five daughters from each were measured for egg number. Data from eight replications of this hierarchial design were obtained on a total of 129 sire families for R and 98 for T. Analyses of variance were pooled over replications to provide weighted $h^2_s$ estimates of 0.33 ± 0.20 and 0.48 ± 0.20 for R and T, respectively, calculated from the ratio of four times the sire component of variance to the total phenotypic variance.

These large $h^2_s$ estimates are inconsistent with the results from the diallel analysis (Table 2), the analysis of inbred performance, and the lack of response to selection as observed in Figure 1. Since daughter-within-sire families were observed in a systematic sequence rather than completely randomized, the hypothesis of some unknown common environmental effect being confounded with sire families is the most plausible explanation.

For predictive purposes, the above three estimates were averaged (weighting each with its variance) to yield $h^2_s$ values of 0.002 ± 0.04 for R and 0.17 ± 0.08 for T.

Despite the conflicting evidence of additive genetic variation for purebred egg number in both base populations, the refractory responses to mass selection indicated an exhaustion of "utilizable" genetic variation. LERNER (1958) suggested that the effective depletion of disposable additive genetic variance, as judged by selection response rather than by statistical estimates, justifies alternative methods of selection.

Heritability of crossbred egg number, $h^2_c$

Information regarding the heritability of crossbred egg number in R when crossed with T, and in T when crossed to R, is essential for the prediction of crossbred response under the two alternative methods which continued R and T as distinct populations. Estimates of $h^2_c$ were obtained by: (1) a modified diallel analysis using inter-population single crosses, and (2) intraclass correlations among crossbred full and half sibs.

Modified diallel analysis: Inferences about the genotypic variance for crossbred egg number for R and T populations were made from an analysis of inter-population single crosses among R and T isogenic lines, following the model of GRIFFING (1958). Five daughters from each single cross, including reciprocals, were measured for egg number in each of three replications. The reciprocal crosses were analyzed separately on a mean basis as shown in Table 3.

The significant GCA estimates observed here for both R and T lines are of special interest in that they reveal significant amounts of additive genetic variance for crossbred performance ($\sigma^2_{Ac}$) within both R and T in contrast to the nonsignificant GCA estimates observed previously for purebred performance. Apparently, nonadditive gene effects for purebred egg number acted additively in crossbreds.

Unbiased estimates of $h^2_c$ were obtained as

$$h^2_c = \frac{2\sigma^2_{g.c.a.}}{2\sigma^2_{g.c.a.} + \sigma^2_{b.c.a.} + \sigma^2_e} = \frac{\sigma^2_{Ac}}{\sigma^2_{pc}}$$  \(2\)
where \( \sigma^2_{g, c.a.} \) was the GCA component of variance from Table 3 specific for \( R \) or \( T \) lines, and the other components were as previously defined. Again, the “Error” components were adjusted to an individual basis. When Analyses I and II were combined, the resulting \( h_e^2 \) values were 0.09 \( \pm \) 0.04 and 0.06 \( \pm \) 0.03 for populations \( R \) and \( T \), respectively.

**Intraclass correlations:** In addition to the \( R \) and \( T \) pedigree matings made to estimate \( h_g^2 \), individual random males from both populations were simultaneously mated to two virgin females from each population to produce both crossbred and purebred full- and half-sib progenies. From each dam, five daughters were measured as previously described for egg number. Data were collected from four replications of such matings. Those sires without both purebred and crossbred daughters were excluded from the statistical analyses. As a consequence, the number of sire progenies per population and replication varied from a low of six to a high of 26, with a total of 66 for \( R \) and 54 for \( T \).

Estimates of \( h_e^2 \) from the intraclass correlations among crossbred progenies were consistently greater than unity. The systematic bias in the sire component suggested for the previous purbred matings was apparently present to a greater degree in these crossbred data, and the resulting \( h^2 \) values are not comparable. For subsequent predictions of crossbred responses, the unbiased \( h_e^2 \) estimates from the modified diallel analyses were used.

**Genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred egg numbers, \( r_A \)**

For predicting correlated responses to selection, purebred and crossbred egg numbers were regarded as different traits that may be genetically correlated, positively or negatively, depending on the frequencies and effects of genes that influence both traits (McNew and Bell, 1971). In certain genetic situations involving nonadditive gene effects, the genetic correlation will be negative and genetic improvement from direct selection for one trait (say crossbred egg number) would theoretically cause a decline in the second trait (purebred egg number). There are other situations, as pointed out by Orozco and Bell (1974), whereby crossbred performance could improve more rapidly by conventional purebred selection in the parental populations than by direct selection on cross-

### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Analysis I ((R \delta \delta \times T \delta \delta))</th>
<th></th>
<th>Analysis II ((T \delta \delta \times R \delta \delta))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>Mean square</td>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosses</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>501.7**</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R ) lines, GCA(_R)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1204.8**</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T ) lines, GCA(_T)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1013.1**</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R \times T ), SCA(_{RT})</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>223.7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>218.5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at the 0.05 level of probability.
** Significant at the 0.01 level of probability.
bred performance. For this to occur, a high positive genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred performance is essential.

For estimating this genetic correlation, data on the purebred and crossbred sire progenies described in the previous section were subjected to analyses of variance and covariance for the traits purebred egg number and crossbred egg number. The four replications of matings were analyzed separately for each population to provide eight independent estimates of $r_A$ as

$$r_A = \frac{\text{Cov}_{pc}}{\sigma_p \sigma_c} = \frac{1/4 \text{Cov}_{ApAc}}{1/4 \sigma_{Ap} 1/4 \sigma_{Ac}}$$

where $\text{Cov}_{pc}$ is the sire component of covariance between purebred egg number and crossbred number, $\sigma_p$ and $\sigma_c$ are the square roots of the sire components of variance for purebred and crossbred performance, respectively.

Even though the $\sigma_p$ and $\sigma_c$ components were known to be inflated, the cause of this bias was not identified and its influence on $\text{Cov}_{pc}$ and $r_A$ is not certain. If a common environmental effect influenced alike both purebred and crossbred progenies of any sire (a reasonable expectation in view of the experimental procedures) the $\text{Cov}_{pc}$ term would be biased in the positive direction, as was $\sigma_p$ and $\sigma_c$, and the ratio $r_A$ would be unbiased. If these common environment effects were uncorrelated, the expected $\text{Cov}_{pc}$ would be unaffected; but the absolute size of the $r_A$ estimates would be reduced due to the inflated $\sigma_p$ and $\sigma_c$ components. It seems most unlikely that these common environmental effects could have been negatively correlated. Nevertheless, six of the eight $r_A$ estimates were negative, and the average values for $R$ and $T$ were $-0.85 \pm 0.68$ and $-0.32 \pm 0.25$, respectively. This evidence of a negative genetic covariance between purebred and crossbred performance is of special interest as a possible indicator of overdominance and as a predictor of divergent purebred-crossbred selection responses (McNew and Bell 1971). It was confirmed by realized values to be presented below.

**SELECTION RESPONSE**

The three alternative methods for selection evaluated here were: (1) Reciprocal Recurrent Selection (RRS), using populations $R$ and $T$ with selection each generation based solely upon half-sib crossbred performance; (2) Modified Reciprocal Recurrent Selection (MRRS), again using $R$ and $T$, but with selection based on both purebred and crossbred performance; and (3) Purebred Selection (PS) on individual purebred merit within a new synthetic population $RT$ originated by reciprocally intercrossing $R$ and $T$. The experiment was replicated and extended over ten generations with the two replicates being initiated from different samples of the base populations at consecutive generations. Within each replication, 200 females from each of the three selection methods were observed for egg number concurrently each generation. A randombred control population was established from each of the two base populations with a random sample of 60 females observed each generation concurrently with the experi-
mental populations. This means of the experimental populations were adjusted for environmental fluctuations each generation by the mean deviation of the controls from their overall response trend.

*Reciprocal recurrent selection, RRS*

Pedigreed reciprocal crosses between $R$ and $T$ were made to initiate RRS. Twenty males from each population were individually mated to four randomly chosen virgin females from the other population. After 48 hours, in the crossbred mating each male was remated to three randomly chosen, non-sib virgin females from his own population to propagate the purebred population. Five of the crossbred daughters from each sire were measured for egg number. For selection, the 20 purebred sire families within each population were ranked according to the performance of their crossbred half-sibs, and the top four, or 20%, were selected to represent each population in the next cycle of selection. As before, twenty males (five taken at random from each of the selected sire families) from each population were progeny tested for crossbred egg number and reproduced purebred.

*Crossbred response: The RRS response of primary concern is that of crossbred egg number. In terms of heritable effects with predictable response, the variance among purebred sires for crossbred combining ability was translated in an earlier selection to the additive scale and reported as heritability of crossbred egg number. Thus, the crossbred response under RRS became predictable. (See Griffing 1962 for basic theory).

The prediction equation has two complementary parts. The first, $R/T$, represents the genetic gain $\Delta G_c R$ in Population $R$, resulting from the selection among $R$ purebred sire families with the selection criterion being the mean of sire's crossbred progeny. The second, $T/R$, arises from the reciprocal genetic gain, $\Delta G_c T$, in Population $T$. Thus, the expected crossbred response, $R_{crs}$, for each cycle of PRS is

$$R_{crs} = 1/2 \left( \frac{\Delta G_c R}{\sigma_{P_c}^2} + \frac{\Delta G_c T}{\sigma_{P_c}^2} \right) \frac{R/T}{T/R} + 1/2 \left[ \frac{\text{Cov}(G_{ces}, \bar{P}_c) \Delta \bar{P}_c}{\sigma_{P_c}^2} \right]_T R$$

where $G_{ces}$ is the additive genotypic value for crossbred performance in $R$ purebred sire families, $\bar{P}_c$ is the selection criterion, $\Delta \bar{P}_c$ is the selection differential, and $\sigma_{P_c}^2$ is the phenotypic variance of sire's crossbred progeny means. The parameters for $T/R$ are similarly defined. Since the covariance term for each population is known to equal one-fourth of the additive genetic variance (plus a bit of the additive by additive interaction) for the selected trait, the above equation can be written

$$R_{crs} = 1/2 \left( \frac{\sigma_{P_c}^2}{4 \sigma_{P_c}^2} \Delta \bar{P}_c \right)_{R/T} + 1/2 \left( \frac{\sigma_{P_c}^2}{4 \sigma_{P_c}^2} \Delta \bar{P}_c \right)_{T/R}$$

$$= 1/2 \left( h_i^2 \sigma_{P_c} \right)_{R/T} + 1/2 \left( h_i^2 \sigma_{P_c} \right)_{T/R}$$

(4)
where $h_z^2$ is the heritability of the selection criterion, $i$ is the selection intensity and $\sigma_{f_g}$ is the standard deviation of sire progeny means.

The observed RRS crossbred response for each replication is shown graphically in Figure 2. The responses were erratic, as characteristic of other Drosophila studies involving egg number, even though generation means had been adjusted for environmental fluctuations as detected by the controls. From the predicted and realized parameters summarized in Table 4, it is evident that similar overall responses were observed in the two replications. The average genetic gains per generation agreed well with the theoretical prediction (4). The observed selection differentials also agreed well with those predicted. As a consequence, the realized heritabilities of crossbred performance closely agreed with the estimated $h_z^2$. Since crossbred response resulted from complementary genetic gains in $R$ and $T$, the calculated realized heritabilities of Table 4 relate to both populations and are, in fact, the average.

The above results suggest that RRS provides an effective alternative to the

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2.** Observed RRS crossbred responses.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>I Mean</th>
<th>II Mean</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetic gain $R_{c_{RRS}}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection differentials*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population $R$</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population $T$</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritability, $h_z^2$</td>
<td>0.085**</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* No. of eggs/day/generation.

** Average of $R$ and $T$ estimates.
response plateaus that existed previously in these populations when selection was based on purebred performance. In other words, the significant nonadditive gene effects for purebred performance (Table 2) became additive for crossbred performance (Table 3) and responded to RRS.

**Purebred response:** When selection is based on a trait of crossbred progeny, as was the case for RRS, traits of the purebred must be considered as different, and they may or may not be genetically correlated to the selected trait. The expected correlated response in purebred egg number, $CR_p$, for each population under RRS is

$$CR_p = \Delta G_p = \Delta G_c r_A \sigma_{Ab}/\sigma_{Ac}$$

$$= 1/2 (h^2 r_A \sigma_{Ab}),$$

where the various parameters are as previously defined and are specific to $R$ or $T$. Since the $r_A$ estimates were negative, the predicted correlated purebred responses were negative for both populations.

The correlated purebred responses, determined each generation by measuring egg number for 30 to 50 purebred females from each population, are shown in Figure 3. Average genetic gains, calculated as the linear regression of response in purebred egg number, $CR_p$, are shown in Figure 3.
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on generation of selection, had large sampling errors as a result of the large fluctuations observed between generation means. Nevertheless, the overall trends were negative as predicted from the initial parameters (Table 5). In turn, the realized genetic correlations, $r_A$, estimated as

$$r_A = \frac{\Delta G_p}{\Delta G_c} \frac{\sigma_{Ac}}{\sigma_{Ap}}$$ (6)

where $\Delta G_p$ is the observed purebred response and $\Delta G_c$ is the observed direct crossbred response (assuming that $R$ and $T$ contributed equally) and listed in Table 5, were mostly negative and agreed with the initial estimate of a negative genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred performance.

**Modified reciprocal recurrent selection, MRRS**

The MRRS scheme involved selection based on both purebred and crossbred performance. Specifically, the design represented two-stage selection with independent culling levels for: (1) purebred egg number (individual basis), and (2) crossbred daughters’ egg number (progeny test). For comparison, the crossbred stage was observed simultaneously with alternate generations of the other methods.

The initial generation of MRRS was identical with the first generation of RRS. Each of the four selected purebred families, $R$ and $T$ taken separately, was subdivided for MRRS and expanded by mass transfer into five new culture bottles. From each of the resulting 20 cultures, five randomly chosen female offspring (for a total of 100) were measured individually for purebred egg number. The 20 females with the highest egg number were selected (along with their nonsib mates) and placed in new culture bottles to produce 20 purebred families. This completed the first stage of MRRS. For the second stage, the same 20 females selected in stage one were remated to random males from the reciprocal population ($R$ or $T$) in order to progeny test these females for crossbred egg number. Two males were used in each of these matings to assure fertility. Any purebred offspring arising from the dam’s previous insemination were detected by the genetic markers. Five crossbred daughters from each of the 20 dams were meas-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Realized by replication I</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetic gain, $CR_p$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population $R$</td>
<td>$-0.16$</td>
<td>$-0.8 \pm 1.4$</td>
<td>$-0.5 \pm 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population $T$</td>
<td>$-0.49$</td>
<td>$-1.6 \pm 1.1$</td>
<td>$-0.8 \pm 0.7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genetic Correlations, **   |           |                           |      |
| Population $R$             | $-0.85^{**}$ | $-0.21$               | $-0.45$ |
| Population $T$             | $-0.32^{**}$ | $-0.11$               | $-0.89$ |

* No. of eggs/day/generation.
** Predicted values are initial estimates.
ured for egg number. The second stage of MRRS was completed when four, or 20%, of the 20 purebred families were selected on the basis of this crossbred progeny-test. The resulting four families (R or T) were again expanded into 20 new cultures from which the next cycle of MRRS was initiated.

The selection cycles of the three different methods were synchronized so that the experimental populations in each replication were observed simultaneously. Two reproductive generations were required to complete one cycle of MRRS. Therefore, the crossbreeding phase of selection was actually practiced for only five generations.

The major difference between MRRS and RRS methods was the purebred selection in MRRS that preceded each cycle of crossbred selection. Also, the crossbred selection of MRRS involved dam testing in contrast to the sire testing of RRS.

A selection scheme designed to improve purebreds as well as crossbreds has obvious practical significance. A breeder must maintain sufficient fecundity in the purebred parental lines not only to reproduce the purebred lines themselves, but also to produce the commercial crossbred efficiently.

**Crossbred response:** Genetic gains expected under the MRRS scheme were predicted by the two-stage selection theory of Young and Weiler (1960). The two selection criteria specifically considered here were the dam's own purebred egg number (p) and the average crossbred egg number (c) of her progeny.

The prediction of crossbred response again consists of two complementary parts, genetic gains (ΔGC) in both R and T with each resulting from two-stage selection. For example, the genetic gain in R can arise indirectly from purebred selection (R/R) and directly from crossbred progeny test (R/T). The reciprocal gains in T are identified as T/T and T/R. The expected crossbred response, Rcmrrs, for each cycle of MRRS selection becomes

\[
R_{cmrrs} = \frac{i/2 \sigma_{pc} \left[ b_{pC} - r_p h^2_C \right]}{1 - r^2_p} R/R + \frac{i/2 \sigma_{pc} \left[ h^2_C - r_p b_{pC} \right]}{1 - r^2_p} R/T
\]

\[
+ \frac{i/2 \sigma_{pc} \left[ b_{pC} - r_p h^2_C \right]}{1 - r^2_p} T/T + \frac{i/2 \sigma_{pc} \left[ h^2_C - r_p b_{pC} \right]}{1 - r^2_p} T/R
\]

where \( b_{pC} \) is the ratio \( \text{Cov}_{Ap, Ac}/\sigma_p \) and \( r_p \) is the phenotypic correlation between the two selection criteria whose respective heritabilities are \( h^2_p \) and \( h^2_c \). In view of the negative genetic covariances between purebred and crossbred egg numbers estimated for both R and T, genetic gains expected from selection at one stage would tend to be reversed by selection practiced at the second stage. In our specific case, the net crossbred response expected under MRRS was +0.7 eggs per cycle of selection.

The observed crossbred responses as shown in Figure 4 were generally positive in spite of sizable fluctuations from cycle to cycle. The overall responses were 3.0 ± 1.4 and 1.8 ± 1.4 eggs per cycle of selection for replications I and II, respectively. The rapid responses in early generations suggest that a few major genes, perhaps one or two, were present initially at intermediate frequencies.
In view of the negative genetic correlations between purebred and crossbred egg number that were estimated initially and subsequently realized for RRS, this greater crossbred response under MRRS than that observed under RRS was indeed surprising. It is interesting to note that if one makes either of the unlikely assumptions that: (1) the actual genetic correlation was zero, or (2) the genetic correlation under MRRS changed over generations from negative to positive due to the rapid changes in the frequencies of a few major genes with an average zero correlation, the expected crossbred response would have been positive, but much less than that actually observed. The validity of these assumptions regarding the genetic correlation can be tested in a practical sense by examining the MRRS purebred responses.

Purebred response: Egg number in the MRRS purebreds was influenced directly by individual selection for purebred egg number and indirectly by the second-stage progeny test for crossbred egg number. The expected purebred response, $R_{pp}\text{MRRS}$ in $R$ under MRRS is

$$R_{pp}\text{MRRS} = i \sigma_p \left[ \frac{h_p^2 - r_p b_{p\delta}}{1 - r_p^2} \right] _{R/0} + i \sigma_p \left[ \frac{b_{p\delta} - r_p h_p^2}{1 - r_p^2} \right] _{R/T}$$

(8)

where symbols are as previously defined. Appropriate parameters for $T$ were used for predicting its purebred response. The predicted genetic gains in purebred egg number per MRRS cycle were $-0.59$ eggs in $R$ and $0.60$ in $T$. The positive prediction for $T$ arose primarily from the initial $h_p^2$ estimate of $0.17$, an unrealistically large value for a plateaued population.

The observed purebred responses for $R$ and $T$ are shown in Figure 5. Generation-to-generation fluctuations were much less than for the RRS purebreds. Larger sample size is the most likely reason for this uniform response. Of greater significance is the fact that all populations showed negative responses. The average change for the two $R$ populations was $-0.6 \pm 0.3$ eggs per cycle of selection
and that for the two $T$ populations was similar, $-0.7 \pm 0.6$ eggs. Since $MRRS$ involved selection for both traits, the realized genetic correlation between them cannot be calculated. Yet, the effective genetic correlations must have been negative in view of the negative purebred responses that accompanied the positive $MRRS$ crossbred responses.

These $MRRS$ purebred responses are in agreement with the previously described $RRS$ finding that the genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred egg numbers was in fact negative. Yet, the surprisingly large $MRRS$ crossbred responses remain unexplained.

**Purebred selection, PS**

Purebred selection based on individual merit within a new synthetic populations $RT$ was the third alternative to be evaluated experimentally in this study. Population $RT$ was formed by reciprocally crossing $R$ and $T$ in 150 single pair matings and reproduced thereafter by *inter se* matings. Two hundred females, five randomly chosen from each of 40 $F_2$ cultures, were individually mated to a random nonsib male and measured for egg number. The 40 females with the highest score, along with their mates, were selected to reproduce the population.
This scheme for selecting the top 20% was repeated in each subsequent generation.

In view of the obvious genetic disequilibrium expected for RT in the F₂ generation, no effort was made to estimate the initial genetic parameters. Nevertheless, purebred selection applied to RT was considered a worthy alternative since new genetic variation from segregation could be anticipated. The observed purebred responses in RT are shown in Figure 6. The two replications gave similar overall gains of about 15 percent over the original limits reached for the base populations. The selection intensities averaged 1.2 standard deviations per generation, and the realized heritabilities of 0.05 and 0.06 were calculated from average gains of $1.7 \pm 0.8$ and $1.8 \pm 0.2$ eggs per generation in replications I and II, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

More effective breeding and selection techniques for the improvement of heterotic traits in economic animal and plant species have been a long-time goal in quantitative genetics. Many of today's improved strains and varieties no longer respond to conventional within-line selection (i.e., yield in maize, egg production in chickens and litter size in swine) even though demonstrable genetic variation remains within each population. While many commercial breeders are crossing highly improved strains (or derived inbred lines) to produce elite hybrids, effective selection techniques for utilizing within-line non-additive genetic variation are not clearly established from either the theoretical or experimental viewpoints.

The model selection experiment described here was designed to compare three alternatives for extended selection limits in two closed Drosophila populations that were no longer responsive to selection based on purebred performance for
the heterotic trait egg number. The alternatives were: (1) *RRS* based on crossbred performance, (2) *MRRS*, a modification featuring both purebred and crossbred selection, and (3) *PS*, individual selection on purebred performance within a new synthetic formed by crossing the two plateaued populations. For an overall comparison of these alternatives, the two replications were combined and average responses over generations are shown in Figure 7. All three methods succeeded in varying degrees in extending the previously observed selection limits or response plateaus.

In theory, *RRS* and *PS* were least likely to yield similar responses. The former should exploit nonadditive gene affects present in the plateaued populations, while response for purebred *PS* selection would depend on additive gene effects in the new synthetic population. In this study, similar overall responses were observed for these two alternatives. A marked increase in egg number occurred for *PS* between the fourth and sixth generations of selection with apparently no further improvement. The average *RRS* crossbred response was positive, more or less continuous over the total test period, and agreed closely with that predicted from quantitative genetics theory.

The observed declines in purebred egg number under *RRS* were predicted by the initial estimates of a negative genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred egg numbers. However, inbreeding depression, *per se*, may have contributed in some degree to the purebred declines. The effective number of breeders was sufficiently small that one could theoretically expect inbreeding to increase some 3–4% each generation. Martin and Bell (1960) found an average decline of 0.36 eggs for each percent of inbreeding in an unrelated Drosophila population under selection for body weight, a trait not directly related to fitness. However, the previous selection histories of the base populations must be reconciled with the inbreeding depression hypothesis. Each population had been closed for more
than 40 generations and reproduced with a relatively small number of effective breeders. Theoretically, the long history of directional selection plus random gene drift should have caused a high degree of homozygosity, unless the selection for high purebred egg number had in fact favored heterozygotes. The latter case would be consistent with the observed significant amounts of nonadditive genetic variance within each of the plateaued base populations.

These results are similar in many aspects to results from earlier RRS selection experiments involving the fitness component, egg number (Bell, Moore and Warren 1955; Rasmuson 1956; Kojima and Kelleher 1963), except that previous studies were initiated from unselected rather than plateaued populations. Nevertheless, these previous investigators observed plateaus in response to purebred selection that were eventually surpassed by RRS. None of the earlier studies reported a negative genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred performance.

Rasmuson (1956) suggested that the small advantage she found for RRS over purebred selection may have resulted from a scarcity of overdominant loci and/or epistatic interactions. The existence of significant nonadditive gene effects was shown clearly for the base populations of the present study, and the negative genetic correlation we found between purebred and crossbred performance indicates overdominance, according to Bowman (1960). However, McNew and Bell (1971) demonstrated that a negative genetic correlation need not necessarily signify overdominance since it can result from certain types of epistasis. In either case, the declines observed here in purebred performance would have been expected to accompany any improvement in RRS crossbred performance.

When purebred and crossbred selection were combined in the MRRS scheme, an unexpectedly large crossbred response was observed in early generations for both replications with peak levels of performance nearly one standard deviation above the other two methods. This result is surprising in view of the consistent negative genetic correlation observed between purebred and crossbred performance. With MRRS selection operating at a slower pace due to alternate generations of mass mating, recombination would have been facilitated; however, this does not provide a convincing explanation. Sharp increases in the frequencies of a few major "plus" genes is equally unsatisfying since the performance of MRRS purebreds actually declined. The single unique aspect of MRRS was that dams rather than sires were progeny tested for crossbred performance. Consequently, the hypothesis that genetic gain in crossbreds was due to a heterotic genetic maternal effect would be compatible with the observed results. This maternal effect would of necessity be specific to the hybrid or crossbred progeny since all MRRS purebreds actually declined in performance.

While theorists have speculated that a negative genetic covariance could exist between purebred and crossbred phenotypes in the case of overdominance, this study is the first reported experimental evidence of a negative parameter to be confirmed by realized selection response. Biochemically, it is difficult to visualize different genetic systems for egg number in purebreds and crossbreds when the genotype of the latter is constituted from genes of the two purebred lines. Genes
that increase egg formation, ovulation rate or other physiological aspects of egg number in purebreds would be expected to act positively in crossbreds, and the genetic correlation would be positive. However, the frequencies of these genes in the purebred and crossbred populations would differ, and gene frequency changes alone can change this genetic correlation from positive to negative in the case of overdominant loci or nonadditive epistatis combination (McNew and Bell 1971).

Despite the strong evidence presented here for a negative genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred performance, the phenomenon should be investigated more critically so that the confounding effects of inbreeding depression per se is removed. It is fundamental to delineate between a decline in purebred performance due to the random fixation of deleterious recessive genes by drift, i.e., classical inbreeding depression, and a decline due to the fixation by RRS of complementary alleles at heterotic loci in the two purebred populations. The latter is predicted by a negative genetic correlation between purebred and crossbred performance independent of genetic drift.
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